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Now a day employee tracking became essential for every organization to keep the track of your day-to-day
sales employees. It’s very important to check the employee is spending time on work or not. This way you
can increase your productivity.

What is Employee Monitoring Software?
Employee Monitoring means managing the workload, meetings, attendance and many more.
Before this was only used as time tracking. But this time this came with other features. You can easily
update activities in your app. 

Why Employee Monitoring Software? 

When talking about sales, it is obvious that it is always difficult to get a sale compared to any other job.
Managing and guiding your sales team to achieve the desired result and revenue is the most challenging
thing. This is the part where I want to draw your attention to Travelize. Analyze the workflow with Employee 
Tracking App for better performance in the organization.  

Top 10 Benefits of Employee Monitoring Software

1. Manager, as well as an employee, can easily update the most important meeting in their pop-up.
2. The company can easily check day-to-activity and keep track also so that later they can analyze the

productivity in the business.
3. You can update the attendance remotely update your attendance and easily apply for leave and can

instantly check for approval.
4. Track and monitor your executive's location and activities
5. Schedule and assign meetings remotely.
6. Register your executives' presence using the remote entry/exit option.
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7. Calculate the exact distance and the time it took your executive to attend a meeting.
8. Import reports in one click from a cloud database
9. Pre-built analytics shows productivity level

10. Notice mobile signal strength & battery level

Conclusion

With the increase in technology, move your business in a smarter way to grow your business and boost
your productivity and stay away from unnecessary financial losses. So, Download Employee Monitoring 
Software as per your company’s requirement.
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